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B R A V I N G S W E LT E R I N G H E A T, O P P R E S S I V E
T E R R A I N A N D 1 7 0 H A R D , L O N E LY M I L E S ,
ADAM SEBBA REPORTS FROM NORTH
A M E R I C A ' S G R A N D T O G R A N D U LT R A

arkness falls in the Utah desert; headlamps
on. During an ultra, there are always
highs and lows, but at the 60K mark I feel
amazing. I run into the checkpoint almost
dancing and am greeted by the sight of
runners sitting around a campfire – tending to bare,
blistered feet, many looking beaten already.
Halfway through day one we hit a rare road. It’s 1am
and the world is empty, except a lone pick-up truck. It
slows down to size us up. We wonder out loud what would
be a more unpleasant ordeal: completing the end of this
stage or being kidnapped by a redneck gang. I hum the
theme tune to the film Deliverance and my buddy Aaron
and I jog on, laughing, nervously, keeping each other’s
spirits up. We continue over sand dunes, some so steep
we’re reduced to hands and knees. I laugh out loud at the
ridiculousness of crawling a double marathon; the coyotes
howl a reply.         
I’m on the ‘long’ stage of the 273K Grand to Grand,
a 273K, six-stage ultra from the rim of the Grand Canyon
to the summit of the Grand Staircase. Some runners say it
competes for the mantle of the “world’s toughest”. What
is indisputable, is that the views are remarkable. Few
other routes on the planet travel through three American
national parks and billions of years of stunning geology.

D

GUNNING FOR GLORY
But before you even start the G2G you have to get to
Kanab, a cowboy Utah town where even the bus drivers
carry revolvers. The organisers check I have 2,000 calories
a day and that every last wrapper is labelled. This is an
anti-litter incentive at risk of a 30-minute penalty, all part
of the organisers’ Colin and Tess’ worthy ambition to

Thankfully, the runners knew
exactly what direction to set off in
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A spectacular setting
for a finish line

eliminate any environmental impact. Then, a welcome
dinner; I stuff myself on fried "Navajo Indian" bread with
chile, mountains of guacamole, crisp salad, corn and
crumbled white cheese. Perfect pre-marathon food.
The hardworking race doctors have to approve the
medical certificate. I’ve been through hell to get this
signed. Six months before, I’d been knocked off my
bicycle in London and given an ECG. Cuts and bruises
(though off running for six weeks), but the heart trace
showed something much more sinister. This meant a heart
procedure just weeks before the race and a last-minute
dash to find a doctor willing to sign the intimidating form.

31 miles, with the heaviest pack weight of the week.
The temperature drops as the sun sets on the Grand
Canyon. I have a lightweight Yeti sleeping bag, which only
just meets the race rules for temperature. Within minutes I
wrap my down jacket, leggings and space blanket around
me and am still freezing cold. I can’t sleep, and as the
altitude gets higher every day our camps will get colder. I
start to get nervous that hypothermia could be an issue.
After surviving the night, breakfast is a fruit and
coconut granola that I'd prepared myself with powdered
milk in a vacuum-packed pouch. It’s so cold and I’m
shivering, so I use hot water. It tastes disgusting.

SLEEPLESS NIGHT
Due to the accident, my longest training run was 22 miles
– so I’m even worried about completing day one, which is

SAVOURING THE START
Photos, a drone, and the American national anthem. I
think of the things that had almost stopped me getting to
the start line and savour the moment. A horn sets us off.
I am privileged to run through such an epic landscape.:
golden, grassy plains, red-dirt mountains and chocolatecoloured bluffs sculpted by wind. The altitude doesn’t
affect me. I check my watch and my pace is fast – much
faster than the 5.5mph I had planned to average. I’m
pulled along by a current of runners. Those at the front of
the pack are now dots on the horizon.
I alternate running and shuffling, but maintain a pretty
good pace through the vast landscape. When I eventually
cross the line, the other runners are as surprised as I am to
find out I’m 16th.

Overnight camp
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The baking plains
on day two
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Sand makes for
slow progress

Fuelling up

BY THE
NUMBERS
36,000,000

APPROXIMATE STEPS
TAKEN

1,400,000

APPROXIMATE
CALORIES CONSUMED

160

METRES OF ROCK
TAPE USED FOR ALL
COMPETITORS

92

FINISHERS
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DAY TWO: A BAKING HOT PLAIN
Both my GPS watch and my mind are playing tricks on
me, and coming up to the 22-mile mark I’m drained. Two
older guys overtake me and I wonder if I got it wrong with
my pace on the first day. But everyone has ups and downs
over a long distance like this. It’s about knowing that,
accepting it, and riding with it. I gulp down a gel. It kicks
in and I find a spurt of energy.
Crossing the line on day two, I head straight to the
medical tent and get my feet taped up by the outstanding
American doctor Sam. It’s here I get the bad news – my
times count me in to next day’s 'elite' wave. This two-wave
start is to allow staff more time to open a checkpoint
further down the track. However, for me, it means more
running in the heat of the day, and more running at night.
Day three begins with a steep slog up a red-rock
mountain, followed by miles of sandy trails. The later start
means I’m overtaking the slower runners at the back of
the pack; a psychological boost as I exchange fist bumps
and words of encouragement. By now, though, each step
is made harder by the sinking, soft sand.
Forty kilometres in and I feel sick. I can’t eat, my
energy is low and my feet hurt. So I stop, change my
socks, force down a Clif bar and some water. Aaron gees
me up and off we go.
The course is sometimes hard to follow
and occasionally we take wrong turnings and retrace our
steps up a steep, sandy canyon pushing thick vegetation
aside. Behind and below us we can hear people shouting
to each other. Clearly others were getting lost as much

Helping a battered
runner over the line

as we are. We keep repeating the mantra, "The course
is neutral,” reminding ourselves that everyone is going
through the same pain. I call out the distances in
manageable chunks – “10K round Battersea Park,” and,
“A parkrun to go.” After a final, “Twice round a running
track,” we make it in, fill up our bottles…and set off again.

BUILDING EXCITEMENT
I run past buildings for the first time. The course take
us through prickles and cacti until we see the finish line,
lit up like the entrance to a theme park. Only two more
marathons to go.
Marathon five passes quickly. Day six, though, is
interrupted by stomach trouble. I stop for water and decide
to slow-walk up the next 10K. One of my tent mates, Tom,
generously slows and helps me out with electrolyte. At
the top I am still within sight of the front runners. I have
another pee and the colour looks improved. I feel better so
increase my pace, running six sub-nine minute-miles on a
straight road, even vaulting two closed five-bar gates. I run
past the last checkpoint without even stopping!
However, when I get to camp, I regret pushing so
hard – I now feel weak and my urine colour confirms
my concerns. Under doctor’s orders I drink five litres
of water. I may need an IV, which carries an automatic
disqualification. Luckily, I pass the kidney function test,
and the doctors are happy to let me continue.
This was nothing compared to my teammate Bart,
who had still not arrived. Word reached us that he was in
a very bad way: hallucinating, shuffling and unable to eat.
I persuaded Tess to drive me and one of our tent mates
out to walk the last few miles back in with him. Bart was
struggling, but sheer determination, strength of character
and Fruit Pastilles got him over the line and into the camp.
FINAL PUSH: THE LAST DAY
We help Bart to the start line, cutting his shoes open to
fit in his swollen feet. I take it easy, stop for photos and
walk with Bart for about 15 minutes; but he doesn’t need
crowding so I push on. Just seven miles uphill. I take it
quite slowly. There is no incentive for me to race – my
place, 20th, is decided. The agony I feel on crossing the
line turns to elation as I’m presented with my medal.
And, once the pain subsides, I’ve no doubt the friends
and memories made will last a lifetime.
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